Team Health On Toilets

Get Up, Stand Up
Keen Kate is in a hurry. She does not want to be late for
her morning stand-up. She’s eager to share her
progress with her team, there may be croissants and
it’s Friday puppy stand-up.

Grumpy Greg hates the stand-up. Such a waste of time
for everyone. He’s not interested in what’s being
discussed and his feet start to hurt after half an hour.
His time would be better used just coding.

When done right, the daily stand-up can be an useful tool in synchronizing a team, but it can also easily become a
burden. Some common complains we hear about the daily stand-up:
• It’s too long.
o Time it. Use something discrete, like a clepsydra and avoid interrupting the speaker in
the middle of the sentence.
o Keep it concise. Stand-up should answer these 3 questions: What did I do yesterday?
What will I do today? What blocks me? Speaker is deviating?…Time-out him. Agree to
discuss it after stand-up with the interested persons
o Prepare it. Write down your post-its beforehand or make a small note of the answer for
the 3 key questions and / or update your JIRA board.

• Everyone is speaking. It’s chaos.
o Take turns. Use poker planning cards, or puppy cards to decide on the order of
speakers or simply pass a token, like a talking stick or an inflatable speaking parrot.
o Be respectful. Listen to the person speaking and wait for your turn.

• It’s booooring
o Make it fun. Hangman is a good incentive of keeping your tasks concise and a great source
of croissants (a person not advancing a post-it during the stand-up gets a line added in his
hangman. When the hangman is complete she has to bring croissants for the team).

o Have a physical board, use funny avatars, colored post-its, stamp tickets when done…just be
creative
• I don’t care about half of the stuff discussed
o Are you sharing the same mission as the speaker?
»

Yes. Then maybe you should care.

»

No. If the team has several missions, consider splitting the stand-up in smaller ones.

o Do not get into implementation details of your current task. Invite the persons interested in the topic to join
you after for a coffee and provide them with the details.
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